Mixed Practice Vet, Armagh City, Co Armagh.

Orchard Veterinary Centre requires an enthusiastic Veterinary Surgeon for our mixed, independent, single-site practice in Armagh. The large animal work is a mix of dairy, beef, sheep and some equine work. The small animal work covers all aspects of first opinion practice. We are well equipped with IM3 Dental, SA ultrasound, Abaxis in House Lab, Digital X-Ray, Bull Fertility Testing, Easy Scan, VetMPRESS, ComTag, Lifevet 8C Multiparameter Monitoring etc. All duties equally shared but you will be encouraged to explore any clinical interests you have. Limited TB testing as we have full time testing vet.

This role would suit:

An experienced vet wishing to further your career in mixed practice in a helpful and supportive environment as part of a young practice team.

or

A recent graduate who will be well supported and mentored by our team of experienced vets and our own RCVS Vet GDP Adviser, with access to AVSPNIs forthcoming Graduate Development Program CPD.

Benefits of the role:

- Competitive salary depending on experience
- Rent free accommodation away from the surgery
- Fully fuelled vehicle
- CPD allowance and funding
- RCVS retention fees paid
- VDS premium paid
- AVSPN membership paid
- 1 in 4 week night and weekend rota equally shared.

This position offers the best of both town life and rural countryside (Mourne Mountains 45mins) while still allowing easy access to Belfast (45 mins) and Dublin (1.5 hrs).

Please email CV and covering note to philipwalsh@tiscali.co.uk or call 00447967342241 (Phil), 00447742045763 (Conor) for a chat and further details. Check us out at www.orchardvetsarmagh.co.uk